[The possible role of endogenous nucleases in the structural organization of chromatin].
Two fractions of rat liver nuclei with different buoyant density have been obtained. The electrophoretic analysis of the oligonucleosome patterns of DNA out of nuclei of these two fractions revealed different levels of activity in endonucleases. In case of inhibition during the extraction of activity in Ca, Mg-dependent endonucleases, the average size of high polymeric DNA is larger for nuclei with bigger buoyant density (fraction I) than for nuclei with smaller ones (fraction II). This finding is evidence of in situ existence of two pools of liver nuclei with different endogenic nuclease activities. In nuclear chromatin fraction I DNA is torsionally stressed; in fraction II it is relaxed that correlates with larger activity of endonucleases and smaller buoyant density of this fraction. A hypothesis on a possible role of endonucleases in chromatin structure organization has been put forward. According to this hypothesis a modulation of activity in nuclear endonucleases can determine different packaging and activity of chromatin from different pools of cellular nuclei.